
Men's medium hiking shoes TECNICA-Forge M GTX night giungla/pe prato

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
39,5 745981 8050459633108 3+
40 745982 8050459633115 3+
40 2/3 745983 8050459633122 1 ks
47 2/3 779340 8050459633238 1 ks

Suggested retail price: 269.99 € s DPH

Description

Tecnica men's shoes. The Forge M GTX hiking boots in green appeal with an outdoor design. The higher cut of
trekking shoes ensures stability when worn. The upper part of the trekking shoes is perforated for a higher degree
of air ventilation. The toe and heel of the forest boots are reinforced with additional material for better protection of
the foot.

The benefit of hiking shoes is the Gore-tex membrane, which ensures the waterproofness of the shoe. The padded
interior of the mountain boots ensures comfort even during a long hike. The Vibram Forge sole conquers even very
demanding terrain. Shoes for men are great companions for demanding hiking, trekking and outdoor adventures.

Product details:

men's hiking shoes of the brand Tecnica
suitable for experienced and demanding tourists
also for multi-day tourist routes and trips
modern, natural and elegant look
upper made of 1.8 mm nubuck leather and elastic fabric
they provide a natural step
membrane Gore-Tex Extended Comfort
waterproof and breathable at the same time
Vibram Forge Megagrip sole
excellent traction and grip
inverted grips on the sole perfectly adapt to different terrains
triple density midsole
the insole of the shoes is thermally adaptable to the size of the foot
CAS shaping
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the heel, arch and ankle of the shoes are also thermally adjustable
the tip has a wide "trench zone"
the sole is approx. 1 cm

EXCLUSIVELY AT EXISPORT - Tailor-made footwear in just 15 minutes
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